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∗
Abstract
We introduce the notion of affine Legendrian submanifolds in Sasakian
manifolds and define a canonical volume called the φ-volume as odd di-
mensional analogues of affine Lagrangian (totally real or purely real) ge-
ometry. Then we derive the second variation formula of the φ-volume to
obtain the stability result in some η-Einstein Sasakian manifolds. It also
implies the convexity of the φ-volume functional on the space of affine
Legendrian submanifolds.
Next, we introduce the notion of special affine Legendrian submani-
folds in Sasaki-Einstein manifolds as a generalization of that of special
Legendrian submanifolds. Then we show that the moduli space of com-
pact connected special affine Legendrian submanifolds is a smooth Fre´chet
manifold.
1 Introduction
Affine Lagrangian (totally real or purely real) submanifolds are “maximally
non-complex” submanifolds in almost complex manifolds defined by relaxing
the Lagrangian condition (Definition 3.1). The affine Lagrangian condition is
an open condition and hence there are many examples. Borrelli [2] defined a
canonical volume of an affine Lagrangian submanifold called the J-volume. He
obtained the stability result for the J-volume as in the Lagrangian case [4].
Lotay and Pacini [8] pointed out the importance of affine Lagrangian submani-
folds in the study of geometric flows. Opozda [11] showed that the moduli space
of (special) affine Lagrangian submanifolds was a smooth Fre´chet manifold.
In this paper, we study the odd dimensional analogue. First, we introduce
the notion of affine Legendrian submanifolds in Sasakian manifolds and define
a canonical volume called the φ-volume as odd dimensional analogues of affine
Lagrangian geometry. See Definitions 3.8 and 3.12. Then we compute the first
variation of the φ-volume and characterize a critical point for the φ-volume by
the vanishing of some vector field Hφ (Proposition 4.5), which is a generaliza-
tion of the mean curvature vector (Remark 4.6). We call an affine Legendrian
submanifold φ-minimal if Hφ = 0. Then we compute the second variation of
the φ-volume and obtain the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let (M2n+1, g, η, ξ, φ) be a (2n+1)-dimensional Sasakian man-
ifold and ι : Ln →֒M be an affine Legendrian immersion of a compact oriented
∗The author is supported by Grant-in-Aid for JSPS fellows (26-7067).
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n-dimensional manifold L. Let ιt : L →֒M be a one-parameter family of affine
Legendrian immersions satisfying ι0 = ι. Suppose that
∂ιt
∂t |t=0 = Z = φY + fξ,
where Y ∈ X(L) is a vector field on L and f ∈ C∞(L) is a smooth function.
Then we have
d2
dt2
∫
L
volφ[ιt]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∫
L
(
(2n+ 2)η(Y )2 − 2g(Y, Y )− Ric(Y, Y )
−g(πL[Z, Y ], Hφ) + g(Y,Hφ)
2 +
(
div(ρφ[ι]Y )
ρφ[ι]
)2)
volφ[ι],
where volφ[ι] is the φ-volume form of ι given in Definition 3.12, Ric is the Ricci
curvature of (M, g), πL : ι
∗TM → ι∗TL is the canonical projection given in
(3.3), ρφ[ι] is the function on L given in Definition 3.12 and Hφ is the vector
field on L given in Definition 4.3.
Remark 1.2. For Legendrian submanifolds, the φ-volume agrees with the stan-
dard Riemannian volume (Lemma 3.14). When ι is minimal Legendrian and all
of ιt’s are Legendrian, Theorem 1.1 agrees with [10, Theorem 1.1]. When ι
is Legendrian-minimal Legendrian and all of ιt’s are Legendrian, Theorem 1.1
agrees with [7, Theorem 1.1]. See Remark 5.3.
Following the Riemannian case, we call a φ-minimal affine Legendrian sub-
manifold φ-stable if the second variation of the φ-volume is nonnegative.
Now, suppose that a (2n+1)-dimensional Sasakianmanifold (M2n+1, g, η, ξ, φ)
is a η-Einstein with the η-Ricci constant A ∈ R. (See Definition 2.5.) Then we
obtain the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let (M2n+1, g, η, ξ, φ) be a (2n + 1)-dimensional η-Einstein
Sasakian manifold with the η-Ricci constant A ≤ −2. Then any φ-minimal
affine Legendrian submanifold in M is φ-stable.
This is a generalization of [10, Theorem 1.2]. The author obtained further
results by restricting variations of a minimal Legendrian submanifold to its
Legendrian variations. In our case, since the affine Legendrian condition is
an open condition, any small variation is affine Legendrian. Thus there is no
analogue of these results.
Similarly, using the notion of convexity in the space of affine Legendrian
submanifolds (Definition 3.17), we easily see the following.
Theorem 1.4. Let (M2n+1, g, η, ξ, φ) be a (2n + 1)-dimensional η-Einstein
Sasakian manifold with the η-Ricci constant A ≤ −2. Then the φ-volume func-
tional on the space of affine Legendrian submanifolds is convex.
For affine Legendrian submanifolds in a η-Einstein Sasakian manifold with
the η-Ricci constant A > −2, we have the following.
Theorem 1.5. Let (M2n+1, g, η, ξ, φ) be a (2n + 1)-dimensional η-Einstein
Sasakian manifold with the η-Ricci constant A > −2. Then there are no φ-
minimal affine Legendrian submanifolds which are φ-stable.
Next, we define a special affine Legendrian submanifold in a Sasaki-Einstein
manifold with a Calabi-Yau structure on its cone by requiring that its cone is
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special affine Lagrangian (Definition 6.13). This notion is a generalization of
that of special Legendrian submanifolds. By a slight generalization of the general
deformation theory of Moriyama [9, Proposition 2.2], we study the moduli space
of special affine Legendrian submanifolds and obtain the following.
Theorem 1.6. Let M be a Sasakian manifold with a Calabi-Yau structure on
its cone and L be a compact connected manifold admitting a special affine Leg-
endrian embedding L →֒M . Then the moduli space of special affine Legendrian
embeddings of L is an infinite dimensional smooth Fre´chet manifold modeled on
the Fre´chet vector space {(g, α) ∈ C∞(L)⊕Ω1(L); (n+1)g+d∗α = 0} ∼= Ω1(L),
which is identified with the direct sum of the space of functions with integral 0
and that of coclosed 1-forms. It is a submanifold of the moduli space of smooth
affine Legendrian embeddings of L.
Remark 1.7. Theorem 1.6 shows the different property of the moduli space of
special affine Legendrian submanifolds from that of special Legendrian subman-
ifolds. In general, there are obstructions of special Legendrian deformations.
See [9, Section 4.2].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the fundamental
facts of Sasakian geometry. In Section 3, we review affine Lagrangian geometry
and introduce its odd dimensional analogue, namely, affine Legendrian geometry.
In Section 4, we compute the first variation of the φ-volume. In Section 5, we
compute the second variation of the φ-volume to obtain Theorems 1.1, 1.3, 1.4
and 1.5. In Section 6, we consider the φ-volume in Sasaki-Einstein manifolds
and introduce the notion of special affine Legendrian submanifolds. In Section 7,
we study the moduli space of special affine Legendrian submanifolds and prove
Theorem 1.6.
Acknowledgements: The author owes a great intellectual debt to the work of
Lotay and Pacini [8], which motivates him to study the subject of this paper.
He is grateful to Professor Takayuki Moriyama for letting me know his work
and fruitful discussions. He also thanks the referee for useful comments on an
earlier version of this paper.
2 Sasakian geometry
Definition 2.1. Let M2n+1 be a (2n+1)-dimensional manifold. Suppose that
there exist a contact form η, a Riemannian metric g, a Killing vector field ξ and
a type (1, 1)-tensor φ on M . We call (M, g, η, ξ, φ) a Sasakian manifold if we
have
η(ξ) = 1,
φ2 = −idTM + η ⊗ ξ,
g(φ(X), φ(Y )) = g(X,Y )− η(X)η(Y ),
dη = 2g(·, φ(·)),
[φ, φ](X,Y ) + dη(X,Y )ξ = 0,
where X,Y ∈ TM , dη(X,Y ) = Xη(Y )− Y η(X)− η([X,Y ]) and [φ, φ](X,Y ) =
φ2[X,Y ] + [φ(X), φ(Y )]− φ[φ(X), Y ]− φ[X,φ(Y )].
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We can also define a Sasakian manifold in terms of a Riemannian cone.
Definition 2.2. An odd dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) is a Sasakian
manifold if its Riemannian cone (C(M), g¯) = (R>0×M,dr2+ r2g) is a Ka¨hler
manifold with respect to some complex structure J over C(M).
Here, r is a standard coordinate of R>0 and we regard r as the function on
C(M). We identify M with the submanifold {1} ×M ⊂ C(M).
It is known that Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 are equivalent. From Definition 2.2,
we see that Sasakian geometry is regarded as the odd-dimensional analogue of
Ka¨hler geometry.
Tensors in Definition 2.1 are recovered as follows. Define the vector field ξ˜
and the 1-form η˜ on C(M) by
ξ˜ = −J
(
r
∂
∂r
)
, η˜ =
1
r2
g¯(ξ˜, ·) =
dr ◦ J
r
= −2dcJ logr,
where dcJf = −df ◦ J/2 = i(∂¯ − ∂)f/2 for the function f on C(M). Then we
have
ξ = ξ˜|r=1, η = η˜|r=1.
By the decomposition TM = kerη⊕Rξ, the endomorphism φ ∈ C∞(M,End(TM))
is given by
φ|kerη = J |kerη, φ|Rξ = 0.
The metric g on M , J |{r=1} and the Ka¨hler form ω¯ of g¯ are described as
g =
1
2
dη(φ(·), ·) + η ⊗ η,
J |{r=1} = φ− ξ ⊗ dr +
∂
∂r
⊗ η,
ω¯ =
1
2
d(r2η˜) = −
1
2
ddcJr
2.
We summarize basic equations in Sasakian geometry. See [10, Section 2].
Lemma 2.3. Let (M, g, η, ξ, φ) be a (2n+1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold.
Then we have
φ(ξ) = 0, η ◦ φ = 0, η = g(ξ, ·), i(ξ)dη = 0,
where i(·) is an inner product.
Lemma 2.4. Let (M, g, η, ξ, φ) be a Sasakian manifold. Then we have
∇Xξ = − φ(X),
(∇Xφ)(Y ) =g(X,Y )ξ − η(Y )X,
R(X,Y )ξ =η(Y )X − η(X)Y,
R(X,Y )(φ(Z)) =φ(R(X,Y )Z)− g(Y, Z)φ(X) + g(φ(X), Z)Y
+ g(X,Z)φ(Y )− g(φ(Y ), Z)X,
Ric(ξ,X) =
{
2n (X = ξ)
0 (X ∈ ker η)
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where X,Y, Z ∈ X(M) are vector fields on M , ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection
of (M, g), R is the curvature tensor of (M, g) and Ric is the Ricci curvature
tensor of (M, g).
Note that when (M, g) is Einstein, the scalar curvature is equal to 2n(2n+1).
Definition 2.5. A (2n + 1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold (M2n+1, g, η, ξ, φ)
is called η-Einstein if we have
Ric = Ag + (2n−A)η ⊗ η
for some A ∈ R. The constant A is called the η-Ricci constant.
This condition is necessary to prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. Note that g is
Einstein if A = 2n.
Let L be an n-dimensional manifold admitting an immersion ι : L →֒ M
into a (2n + 1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold. The immersion ι induces the
immersion
ι¯ : C(L) = R>0 × L ∋ (r, x) 7→ (r, ι(x)) ∈ R>0 ×M = C(M). (2.1)
Definition 2.6. An immersion ι : L →֒ M is Legendrian if ι∗η = 0. This is
equivalent to the condition that the induced immersion ι¯ : C(L) →֒ C(M) given
by (2.1) is Lagrangian: ι¯∗ω¯ = 0.
3 Affine Lagrangian and affine Legendrian sub-
manifolds
First, we review affine Lagrangian geometry by [2, 8].
3.1 Affine Lagrangian submanifolds
Let (X,h, J, ω) be a real 2n-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold, where h
is a Hermitian metric, J is an almost complex structure and ω is an associ-
ated Ka¨hler form. Let N be an oriented n-dimensional manifold admitting an
immersion f : N →֒ X .
Definition 3.1. An immersion f is called affine Lagrangian if
Tf(x)X = f∗(TxN)⊕ Jf∗(TxN) (3.1)
for any x ∈ N .
Remark 3.2. If N is Lagrangian (i.e. f∗ω = 0), (3.1) is an orthogonal decom-
position. The affine Lagrangian condition does not require the orthogonality of
the decomposition (3.1).
Remark 3.3. The affine Lagrangian condition is an open condition. The met-
ric is not needed in the definition, and hence we can define affine Lagrangian
submanifolds in an almost complex manifold.
Next, we define a J-volume introduced by Borrelli [2].
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Definition 3.4. Let f : Nn →֒ X2n be an affine Lagrangian immersion. Define
the J-volume form volJ [f ] of f , which is the n-form on N , by
volJ [f ] = ρJ [f ]volf∗h,
where volf∗h is the Riemannian volume form of f
∗h and the function ρJ [f ] on
N is defined by
ρJ [f ](x) =
√
volh(f∗e1, · · · , f∗en, Jf∗e1, · · · , Jf∗en)
for x ∈ N and {e1, · · · , en} is an orthonormal basis of TxN .
When N is compact, define the J-volume VolJ [f ] of N by
VolJ [f ] =
∫
N
volJ [f ].
Remark 3.5. The definition of the J-volume form volJ [f ] is independent of the
choice of the Hermitian metric h. See [8, Section 3.2, 4.1]. Thus the J-volume
is also defined in an almost complex manifold.
By definition, the following is easy to prove and we omit the proof.
Lemma 3.6. We have 0 ≤ ρJ [f ] ≤ 1. The equality ρJ [f ] = 1 holds if and only
if f is Lagrangian. The equality ρJ [f ] = 0 holds if and only if f is partially
complex, namely, f∗TxN contains a complex line for any x ∈ N .
Lemma 3.7. For any diffeomorphism ϕ ∈ Diff∞(N) of N , we have
volJ [f ◦ ϕ] = ϕ
∗volJ [f ].
Thus when N is compact, we obtain
VolJ [f ◦ ϕ] = VolJ [f ].
Proof. We easily see that ρJ [f ◦ ϕ](x) = ρJ [f ](ϕ(x)), vol(f◦ϕ)∗h = ϕ
∗volf∗h,
which imply the statement.
3.2 Affine Legendrian submanifolds
Next, we introduce the odd dimensional analogue of affine Lagrangian geometry,
namely, affine Legendrian geometry. Let (M, g, η, ξ, φ) be a (2n+1)-dimensional
Sasakian manifold and L be an oriented n-dimensional manifold admitting an
immersion ι : L →֒M .
Definition 3.8. An immersion ι is called affine Legendrian if
Tι(x)M = ι∗(TxL)⊕ φι∗(TxL)⊕ Rξι(x) (3.2)
for any x ∈ L.
Then we can define canonical projections
πL : TxM → ι∗(TxL), πφ : TxM → φι∗(TxL), πξ : TxM → Rξι(x).
(3.3)
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Remark 3.9. If L is Legendrian (i.e. ι∗η = 0), (3.2) is an orthogonal decom-
position. The affine Legendrian condition does not require the orthogonality of
the decomposition (3.2).
Remark 3.10. We can define affine Legendrian submanifolds in an almost
contact manifold. To simplify the computations, especially in Sections 4 and 5,
we assume that M is Sasakian.
By definition, we easily see the following.
Remark 3.11. An immersion ι : L → M is affine Legendrian if and only if
ι¯ : C(L)→ C(M) given by (2.1) is affine Lagrangian.
Next, we define the φ-volume as an analogue of the J-volume. Recall that
the Riemannian volume form volι¯∗g¯ of ι¯
∗g¯ on C(L) and the Riemannian volume
form volι∗g of ι
∗g on L are related by volι¯∗g¯ = r
ndr ∧ volι∗g. As an analogue of
this fact, we define the φ-volume.
Definition 3.12. Let ι : Ln →֒ M2n+1 be an affine Legendrian immersion
into a Sasakian manifold. Define the φ-volume form volφ[ι] of ι, which is the
n-form on L, by
volJ [ι¯] = r
ndr ∧ volφ[ι].
When L is compact, define the φ-volume Volφ[ι] of L by
Volφ[ι] =
∫
L
volφ[ι].
The φ-volume form volφ[ι] is described more explicitly as follows. Define the
function ρφ[ι] on L by
ρφ[ι](x) = ρJ [ι¯](1, x)
=
√
volg(ι∗e1, · · · , ι∗en,−ξ, φι∗e1, · · · , φι∗en)
for x ∈ L and {e1, · · · , en} is an orthonormal basis of TxL. Then we see that
volφ[ι] = ρφ[ι]volι∗g.
As in the affine Lagrangian case, we easily see the following.
Remark 3.13. The definition of the φ-volume form volφ[ι] is independent of
the choice of the Sasakian metric g.
Lemma 3.14. We have 0 ≤ ρφ[ι] ≤ 1. The equality ρφ[ι] = 1 holds if and only
if ι is Legendrian. The equality ρφ[ι] = 0 holds if and only if for any x ∈ L,
there exists 0 6= X ∈ TxL such that ι∗X,φι∗X ∈ ι∗TxL or ι∗X or φι∗X is a
multiple of ξι(x).
Lemma 3.15. For any diffeomorphism ϕ ∈ Diff∞(L) of L, we have
volφ[ι ◦ ϕ] = ϕ
∗volφ[ι].
Thus when L is compact, we obtain
Volφ[ι ◦ ϕ] = Volφ[ι].
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3.3 Geodesics and convexity
In [8, Section 3.1], the notion of geodesics in the space of affine Lagrangian
submanifolds was introduced. Analogously, we define the notion of geodesics in
the space of affine Legendrian submanifolds.
Let (M, g, η, ξ, φ) be a (2n+ 1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold and L be an
oriented n-dimensional manifold admitting an embedding L →֒ M . Let P be
the space of all affine Legendrian embeddings of L:
P = {ι : L →֒M ; ι is an affine Legendrian embedding}.
The group Diff∞(L) of diffeomorphisms of L acts freely on P on the right by
reparametrizations. Set A = P/Diff∞(L). Thus we can regard P as a principal
Diff∞(L)-bundle over A. Denote by π : P → A the canonical projection.
For each ι ∈ P , define the subspaces of TιP by
Vι = {ι∗X ;X ∈ X(L)}, Hι = {φι∗Y + fξ ◦ ι;Y ∈ X(L), f ∈ C
∞(L)}.
We easily see that Vι = ker((dπ)ι : TιP → Tπ(ι)A) and we have a decomposition
TιP = Vι ⊕Hι. As in the proof of [8, Lemma 3.1], we see that the distribution
ι 7→ Hι on P is Diff
∞(L)-invariant. Thus the distribution ι 7→ Hι defines a
connection on the principal Diff∞(L)-bundle P .
It is known that the associated vector bundle P×Diff∞(L) (X(L)×C
∞(L)) to
the standard action of Diff∞(L) on X(L)×C∞(L) is isomorphic to the tangent
bundle TA:
P ×Diff∞(L) (X(L)× C
∞(L)) ∼= TA
via [ι, (Y, f)] 7→ (dπ)ι(φι∗Y + fξ ◦ ι). Then the connection on P induces a
connection on TA. We define the geodesic {Lt} on A by requiring that
dLt
dt is
parallel with respect to this connection.
Lemma 3.16. A curve {Lt} ⊂ A is a geodesic if and only if there exists a
curve of affine Legendrian embeddings {ιt}, a fixed vector field Y ∈ X(L) and a
function f ∈ C∞(L) such that π(ιt) = Lt and
dιt
dt
= φ(ιt)∗Y + fξ ◦ ιt.
This implies that [(ιt)∗Y, φ(ιt)∗Y +fξ◦ιt] = 0 for all t for which {Lt} is defined.
Proof. Let {Lt}t∈(a,b) ⊂ A be a geodesic and {x(s)}s∈(c,d) be an integral curve
of Y on L. Then
f : (c, d)× (a, b) ∋ (s, t) 7→ ιt(x(s)) ∈M
is an embedded surface in M and
∂f
∂t
= φ(ιt)∗Y + fξ ◦ ιt,
∂f
∂s
= (ιt)∗Y,
which imply that they commute.
Definition 3.17. A functional F : A → R is convex if and only if {F ◦ Lt} is
a convex function in one variable for any geodesic {Lt} in A.
Remark 3.18. The existence theory of a geodesic for any Y ∈ X(L) and
f ∈ C∞(L) is not known as in the case of the standard Riemannian geometry.
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4 First variation of the φ-volume
Let (M2n+1, g, η, ξ, φ) be a (2n+1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold. Let ι : Ln →֒
M be an affine Legendrian immersion of an oriented n-dimensional manifold L.
For simplicity, we identify ι∗X with X for X ∈ TL.
Fix a point x ∈ L. Let {e1, · · · , en} be an orthonormal basis of TxL. Since
ι is affine Legendrian, {e1, · · · , en, φ(e1), · · · , φ(en), ξ} is the basis of Tι(x)M .
Let {e1, · · · , en, f1, · · · , fn, η∗} ⊂ T ∗ι(x)M be the dual basis. We easily see the
following.
Lemma 4.1. Use the notation in (3.3). We have
ei = g(πL(·), ei), η
∗ = g(ξ, πξ(·)) = η(πξ(·)) = η − η ◦ πL,
ei = f i ◦ φ, f i = −ei ◦ φ.
In particular, we have
η ◦ πL ◦ φ = −η
∗ ◦ φ.
Now, we compute the first variation of the φ-volume form. We first give all
the statements in this section and then prove them.
Proposition 4.2. Let ιt : L →֒ M be a one-parameter family of affine Legen-
drian immersions satisfying ι0 = ι. Set
∂ιt
∂t |t=0 = Z ∈ C
∞(L, ι∗TM). Then at
x ∈ L we have
∂
∂t
volφ[ιt]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
(
n∑
i=1
ei(∇eiZ)− η
∗(φ(Z))
)
volφ[ι].
Definition 4.3. Define the vector field Hφ ∈ X(L) on L by
Hφ = −
(
φtrL(π
t
φ∇π
t
L)
)⊤
+ ξ⊤,
where trL is a trace on L, ⊤ : ι∗TM → ι∗TL is the tangential projection defined
by the orthogonal decomposition of ι∗TM by the metric g and
πtL : ι
∗TM → (φ(ι∗TL)⊕ Rξ ◦ ι)
⊥,
where (φ(ι∗TL)⊕Rξ◦ι)
⊥ is the orthogonal complement of φ(ι∗TL)⊕Rξ◦ι with
respect to g, is the transposed operator of πL defined in (3.3) via the metric g,
namely
g(πtLX,Y ) = g(X, πLY )
for any X,Y ∈ ι∗TM . Similarly, we can define transposed operators πtφ :
ι∗TM → (ι∗TL⊕ Rξ ◦ ι)⊥ and πtξ : ι
∗TM → (ι∗TL⊕ φ(ι∗TL))⊥ of πφ and πξ,
respectively.
The vector field φHφ is a generalization of a mean curvature vector. See
Remark 4.6.
Corollary 4.4. Let X,Y ∈ X(L) be vector fields on L and f ∈ C∞(L) be a
smooth function. Then we have
n∑
i=1
ei(∇ei(X + φY + fξ)) =
div(ρφ[ι]X)
ρφ[ι]
− g(Y,Hφ) + η(Y ).
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From Proposition 4.2 and Corollary 4.4, we immediately see the following
first variation formula of the φ-volume.
Proposition 4.5. Use the notation of Proposition 4.2. Suppose that L is com-
pact and ∂ιt∂t |t=0 = Z = φY + fξ, where Y ∈ X(L) is a vector field on L and
f ∈ C∞(L) is a smooth function. Then we have
d
dt
Volφ[ιt]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= −
∫
L
g(Y,Hφ)volφ[ι].
In particular, ι is a critical point for the φ-volume if and only if Hφ = 0.
Note that f does not appear in this formula. We call an immersion φ-
minimal if Hφ = 0.
Remark 4.6. Suppose that L is Legendrian. Let H be the mean curvature
vector of L. Then we have
Hφ = −φH, φHφ = H.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Denote by volφ[ιt] the φ-volume of ιt. Let {e1(t), · · · , en(t)}
be an oriented orthonormal basis of TxL with respect to ι
∗
t g and {e
1(t), · · · , en(t)} ⊂
T ∗xL be the dual basis. Then we have
volφ[ιt]x = ρφ[ιt](x)e
1(t) ∧ · · · ∧ en(t),
ρφ[ιt](x) =
√
(volg)ιt(x)((ιt)∗e1(t), · · · , (ιt)∗en(t),−ξιt(x), φ(ιt)∗e1(t), · · · , φ(ιt)∗en(t)).
Since
(ιt)∗(e1 ∧ · · · ∧ en) = (e
1(t) ∧ · · · ∧ en(t))(e1, · · · , en)) · (ιt)∗(e1(t) ∧ · · · ∧ en(t)),
it follows that
volφ[ιt]x = ρφ(t)(x) · volι∗g,
where
ρφ(t)(x) =
√
(volg)ιt(x)((ιt)∗e1, · · · , (ιt)∗en,−ξιt(x), φ(ιt)∗e1, · · · , φ(ιt)∗en).
Thus we may consider ∂∂tρφ(t)(x)
∣∣
t=0
. Set
∇Zei = ∇ ∂
∂t
(ιt)∗ei|t=0, ∇Z(φei) = ∇ ∂
∂t
(φ(ιt)∗ei)|t=0.
Since the volume form is parallel, we have
∂
∂t
ρφ(t)(x)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∑n
i=1(volg)ι(x)((e1, · · · ,∇Zei, · · · , en,−ξι(x), φe1, · · · , φen)
2ρφ[ι]
+
∑n
i=1(volg)ι(x)(e1, · · · , en,−ξι(x), φe1, · · · ,∇Z(φei), · · · , φen)
2ρφ[ι]
+
(volg)ι(x)(e1, · · · , en,−∇ ∂
∂t
ξιt(x)|t=0, φe1, · · · , φen)
2ρφ[ι]
.
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Using the notation at the beginning of Section 4, we have
∂
∂t
ρφ(t)(x)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∑n
i=1 e
i(∇Zei)ρφ[ι]2
2ρφ[ι]
+
∑n
i=1 f
i(∇Z(φei))ρφ[ι]2
2ρφ[ι]
−
η∗(φ(Z))ρφ[ι]
2
2ρφ[ι]
.
By Lemmas 2.4 and 4.1, it follows that
∇Z(φei) = g(Z, ei)ξ − η(ei)Z + φ(∇Zei),
n∑
i=1
f i(∇Z(φei)) =
n∑
i=1
ei(∇Zei)− η
∗(φ(Z)).
Thus we obtain
∂
∂t
ρφ(t)(x)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
(
n∑
i=1
ei(∇Zei)− η
∗(φ(Z))
)
ρφ[ι].
Here, let (x1, · · · , xn) be a normal coordinate at x ∈ L of L satisfying ei =
∂
∂xi
at x ∈ L. Define the map ι˜ : L × (−ǫ, ǫ) → M by ι˜(x, t) = ιt(x). Then
ι˜∗(
∂
∂t )|t=0 = Z. Since we may regard (x1, · · · , xn, t) as the local coordinate of
L×(−ǫ, ǫ) near (x, 0), we have∇Zei = ∇eiZ. Thus we obtain the statement.
Proof of Corollary 4.4. Setting Z = X ∈ X(L) in Proposition 4.2, we have
∂
∂t
volφ[ιt]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
n∑
i=1
ei(∇eiX)volφ[ι].
By Lemma 3.15, it follows that
∂
∂t
volφ[ιt]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= LXvolφ[ι] = div(ρφ[ι]X)volι∗g.
Thus we obtain
n∑
i=1
ei(∇eiX) =
div(ρφ[ι]X)
ρφ[ι]
.
Using the notation of (3.3), we have
n∑
i=1
ei(∇ei(φY )) =
n∑
i=1
g(πL(∇ei(φY )), ei)
= −
n∑
i=1
g(πφ(φY ),∇ei(π
t
Lei)) = g(Y,−Hφ + ξ
⊤).
by Lemma 4.1. It is easy to show that
∑n
i=1 e
i(∇ei (fξ)) = 0 and the proof is
done.
Note that we can also prove Corollary 4.4 by a direct computation.
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Proof of Remark 4.6. Since L is Legendrian, we have πtL = πL and π
t
φ = πφ.
Then
Hφ = −
(
φ
n∑
i=1
πφ∇eiei
)⊤
= −φ
n∑
i=1
πφ∇eiei.
Let π⊥ : ι
∗TM = ι∗TL⊕(ι∗TL)⊥ → (ι∗TL)⊥ be the normal projection with
respect to g. Then we see that
H = π⊥
(
n∑
i=1
∇eiei
)
= πφ
(
n∑
i=1
∇eiei
)
+ πξ
(
n∑
i=1
∇eiei
)
,
πξ (∇eiei) = g(∇eiei, ξ)ξ = ei(g(ei, ξ))ξ + g(ei, φei)ξ = 0,
which implies the statement.
5 Second variation of the φ-volume
In this section, we compute the second variation of the φ-volume and prove
Theorems 1.1, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. Use the notation in Section 4. First, we compute
the second variation of the φ-volume form.
Proposition 5.1. Let ιt : L →֒ M be a one-parameter family of affine Legen-
drian immersions satisfying ι0 = ι. Set
∂ιt
∂t |t=0 = Z ∈ C
∞(L, ι∗TM). Then at
x ∈ L we have
∂2
∂t2
volφ[ιt]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
{
−2η∗(φ(Z))
∑
i
ei(∇eiZ)
−
∑
i,j
ei(∇ejZ)e
j(∇eiZ) +
∑
i,j
f i(∇ejZ)f
j(∇eiZ)
+
∑
i
ei(R(Z, ei)Z +∇ei∇ZZ)
− η(πLZ)η
∗(Z)− η∗(φ(∇ZZ))− g(Z, πφZ)
− 2
∑
i
f i(Z)η∗(∇eiZ) + 2
∑
i
ei(Z)η∗(φ(∇eiZ))
+
(∑
i
ei(∇eiZ)
)2
 volφ[ι].
where R is the curvature tensor of (M, g).
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In particular, when Z = X ∈ X(L), we have
∂2
∂t2
volφ[ιt]|t=0 =div(div(ρφX)X)volι∗g
=

−
∑
i,j
ei(∇ejX)e
j(∇eiX) +
∑
i,j
f i(∇ejX)f
j(∇eiX)
+
∑
i
ei(R(X, ei)X +∇ei∇XX)
+ η∗(φ(∇XX)) +
(∑
i
ei(∇eiX)
)2
 volφ[ι].
By Proposition 5.1, we obtain the second variation formula of the φ-volume
(Theorem 1.1).
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Use the notation in the proof of Proposition 4.2. Set
∇Zei = ∇ ∂
∂t
(ιt)∗ei|t=0, ∇Z(φei) = ∇ ∂
∂t
(φ(ιt)∗ei)|t=0,
∇Z∇Zei = ∇ ∂
∂t
∇ ∂
∂t
(ιt)∗ei|t=0, ∇Z∇Z(φei) = ∇ ∂
∂t
∇ ∂
∂t
(φ(ιt)∗ei)|t=0.
Then we have
∂2
∂t2
ρ2φ(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
11∑
i=1
hi,
13
where
h1 =
∑
i6=j
volg(e1, · · · ,∇Zei, · · · ,∇Zej, · · · , en,−ξ, φe1, · · · , φen),
h2 =
n∑
i=1
volg(e1, · · · ,∇Z∇Zei, · · · , en,−ξ, φe1, · · · , φen),
h3 =
n∑
i=1
volg(e1, · · · ,∇Zei, · · · , en,−∇Zξ, φe1, · · · , φen),
h4 =
n∑
i,j=1
volg(e1, · · · ,∇Zei, · · · , en,−ξ, φe1, · · · ,∇Z(φej), · · · , φen),
h5 =
∑
i6=j
volg(e1, · · · , en,−ξ, φe1, · · · ,∇Z(φei), · · · ,∇Z(φej), · · · , φen),
h6 =
n∑
i=1
volg(e1, · · · , en,−ξ, φe1, · · · ,∇Z∇Z(φei), · · · , φen),
h7 =
n∑
i=1
volg(e1, · · · , en,−∇Zξ, φe1, · · · ,∇Z(φei), · · · , φen),
h8 =
n∑
i,j=1
volg(e1, · · · ,∇Zei, · · · , en,−ξ, φe1, · · · ,∇Z(φej), · · · , φen),
h9 =
n∑
i=1
volg(e1, · · · ,∇Zei, · · · , en,−∇Zξ, φe1, · · · , φen),
h10 =
n∑
i=1
volg(e1, · · · , en,−∇Zξ, φe1, · · · ,∇Z(φei), · · · , φen),
h11 = volg(e1, · · · , en,−∇Z∇Zξ, φe1, · · · , φen).
We divide hi’s into the following four classes and compute in each class.
class 1: h1, h5,
class 2: h2, h6, h11,
class 3: h3 = h9, h7 = h10,
class 4: h4 = h8.
We simplify hi’s by Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 4.1. First, we compute hi’s in class
1. It is easy to see that
h1 =


(∑
i
ei(∇Zei)
)2
−
∑
i,j
ei(∇Zej)e
j(∇Zei)

 ρφ[ι]2.
Since
∇Z(φei) = g(Z, ei)ξ − η(ei)Z + φ(∇Zei),
f i(∇Z(φej)) = −η(ej)f
i(Z) + ei(∇Zej),
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we have
h5 =
∑
i6=j
{
f i(∇Z(φei))f
j(∇Z(φej))− f
j(∇Z(φei))f
i(∇Z(φej))
}
ρφ[ι]
2
=
∑
i,j
{
−2η(ei)f
i(Z)ej(∇Zej) + 2η(ei)f
j(Z)ei(∇Zej)
}
ρφ[ι]
2 + h1
=

2η(πLφ(Z))
∑
j
ej(∇Zej) + 2
∑
j
η(πL∇Zej)f
j(Z)

 ρφ[ι]2 + h1
=

−2η∗(φ(Z))
∑
j
ej(∇Zej) + 2
∑
j
η(πL∇Zej)f
j(Z)

 ρφ[ι]2 + h1.
Next, we compute hi’s in class 2. We easily see that
h2 =
∑
i
ei(∇Z∇Zei)ρφ[ι]
2, h6 =
∑
i
f i(∇Z∇Z(φei))ρφ[ι]
2,
h11 = η
∗(∇Z∇Zξ)ρφ[ι]
2.
Set ∇ZZ = ∇ ∂
∂t
ι˜∗(
∂
∂t )|t=0, where ι˜ is given in proof of Proposition 4.5. Since
∇Z∇Z(φei) =Z(g(Z, ei))ξ − g(Z, ei)φ(Z) + {g(φ(Z), ei)− η(∇Zei)}Z
− η(ei)∇ZZ + g(Z,∇Zei)ξ − η(∇Zei)Z + φ(∇Z∇Zei),
∇Z∇Zξ = − g(Z,Z)ξ + η(Z)Z − φ(∇ZZ),
we obtain
h6 = {−g(Z, πLZ)− g(Z, πφZ)
−2
∑
i
η(∇Zei)f
i(Z)− η∗(φ(∇ZZ))
}
ρφ[ι]
2 + h2,
h11 ={−g(Z,Z) + η(Z)η
∗(Z)− η∗(φ(∇ZZ))}ρφ[ι]
2
={−g(Z, πLZ)− g(Z, πφZ)− η
∗(φ(∇ZZ))}ρφ[ι]
2.
Compute hi’s in class 3 to obtain
h3 = h9 =
{
−
∑
i
ei(∇Zei)η
∗(φ(Z)) − η∗(∇Zei)f
i(Z)
}
ρφ[ι]
2
h7 = h10 =
{
−
∑
i
η∗(φ(Z))f i(∇Z(φei)) + f
i(φ(Z))η∗(∇Z(φei))
}
ρφ[ι]
2
=
{∑
i
η∗(φ(Z))(η(ei)f
i(Z)− ei(∇Zei))
+ei(Z) (g(Z, ei)− η(ei)η
∗(Z) + η∗(φ(∇Zei))
}
ρφ[ι]
2
=
{
η∗(φ(Z))2 − η∗(φ(Z))
∑
i
ei(∇Zei)
+g(Z, πLZ)− η(πLZ)η
∗(Z) +
∑
i
ei(Z)η∗(φ(∇Zei))
}
ρφ[ι]
2.
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Compute hi’s in class 4 to obtain
h4 = h8 =
∑
i,j
{
ei(∇Zei)f
j(∇Z(φej))− f
j(∇Zei)e
i(∇Z(φej))
}
ρφ[ι]
2
=
∑
i,j
{
ei(∇Zei)(−η(ej)f
j(Z) + ej(∇Zej))
−f j(∇Zei)
(
−η(ej)e
i(Z) + ei(φ(∇Zej))
)}
ρφ[ι]
2
=

−η∗(φ(Z))
∑
i
ei(∇Zei) +
(∑
i
ei(∇Zei)
)2
+
∑
i
η∗(φ(∇Zei))e
i(Z) +
∑
i
f i(∇Zej)f
j(∇Zei)
}
ρφ[ι]
2.
Then by a direct computation, we obtain
∂2
∂t2
ρφ(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
1
2ρφ[ι]
(
∂2(ρφ(t)
2)
∂t2
∣∣∣∣
t=0
− 2
(
∂ρφ(t)
∂t
)2)
=
1
2ρφ[ι]

 11∑
i=1
hi − 2
(∑
i
ei(∇Zei)− η
∗(φ(Z))
)2
ρφ[ι]
2


=
{
−2η∗(φ(Z))
∑
i
ei(∇Zei)
−
∑
i,j
ei(∇Zej)e
j(∇Zei) +
∑
i,j
f i(∇Zej)f
j(∇Zei)
+
∑
i
ei(∇Z∇Zei)
− η(πLZ)η
∗(Z)− η∗(φ(∇ZZ))− g(Z, πφZ)
− 2
∑
i
f i(Z)η∗(∇Zei) + 2
∑
i
ei(Z)η∗(φ(∇Zei))
+
(∑
i
ei(∇Zei)
)2
 volφ[ι].
Here, take the normal coordinate (x1, · · · , xn) at x ∈ L in the proof of Propo-
sition 4.2. Then we have
∇Zei = ∇eiZ, ∇Z∇Zei = R(Z, ei)Z +∇ei∇ZZ
at x, which give the first statement of Proposition 5.1.
When Z = X ∈ X(L), Lemma 3.15 implies that
∂2
∂t2
ρφ[ι]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= LXLXvolφ[ι]
= d(i(X)d(i(X)ρφ[ι]volι∗g)) = div(div(ρφ[ι]X)X)volι∗g,
which gives the second statement.
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We compute the next lemma to prove Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that Z = φY + fξ, where Y ∈ X(L) and f ∈ C∞(L).
Then we have∑
i,j
ei(∇ejZ)e
j(∇eiZ) = nη(Y )
2 + 2η(Y )
∑
i
f i(∇eiY ) +
∑
i,j
f i(∇ejY )f
j(∇eiY ),
∑
i,j
f i(∇ejZ)f
j(∇eiZ) = nf
2 − 2f
∑
i
ei(∇eiY ) +
∑
i,j
ei(∇ejY )e
j(∇eiY ),
∑
i
ei(R(Z, ei)Z +R(Y, ei)Y ) = −Ric(Y, Y ) + g(Y, Y ) + nη(Y )
2 − nf2,
where Ric is the Ricci curvature of (M, g).
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The first two equations follow by the next equation:
∇XZ = g(X,Y )ξ − η(Y )X + φ(∇XY ) +X(f)ξ − fφ(X),
where X ∈ X(L) is a vector field on L.
We prove the third equation. By Lemma 2.4, we see that∑
i
ei(R(Z, ei)Z) =
∑
i
ei(R(Z, ei)(φY + fξ))
=
∑
i
ei (φ(R(Z, ei)Y )− g(ei, Y )φ(Z) + g(φZ, Y )ei
+g(Z, Y )φ(ei)− g(φei, Y )Z + f(η(ei)Z − η(Z)ei))
=
∑
i
ei ◦ φ(R(Z, ei)Y ) + (−n+ 1)g(Y, Y ) + nη(Y )
2 − nf2.
The first term is computed as∑
i
ei ◦ φ(R(Z, ei)Y ) =
∑
i
g(πLφR(Z, ei)Y, ei) = −
∑
i
g(R(Y, φπtLei)Z, ei),
R(Y, φπtLei)Z =φ(R(Y, φπ
t
Lei)Y )− g(φπ
t
Lei, Y )φ(Y ) + g(φY, Y )φπ
t
Lei
+ g(Y, Y )φ2πtLei − g(φ
2πtLei, Y )Y + f(η(φπ
t
Lei)Y − η(Y )φπ
t
Lei)
=φ(R(Y, φπtLei)Y )− g(Y, Y )π
t
Lei + g(ei, Y )Y − fη(Y )φπ
t
Lei.
Thus we obtain∑
i
ei ◦ φ(R(Z, ei)Y ) =
∑
i
g(−φ(R(Y, φπtLei)Y ) + g(Y, Y )π
t
Lei − g(ei, Y )Y, ei)
=
∑
i
g(R(Y, φei)Y, φπ
t
Lei) + (n− 1)g(Y, Y )
=−
∑
i
g(πLφR(Y, φei)Y, ei) + (n− 1)g(Y, Y )
=
∑
i
f i(R(Y, φei)Y ) + (n− 1)g(Y, Y ).
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Since
η∗(R(ξ, Y )Y ) = g(πξR(ξ, Y )Y, ξ) = g(R(Y, π
t
ξξ)ξ, Y )
= g(η(πtξξ)Y − η(Y )π
t
ξξ, Y ) = g(Y, Y ),
it follows that∑
i
ei(R(Z, ei)Z +R(Y, ei)Y )
=−
∑
i
(f i(R(φei, Y )Y ) + e
i(R(ei, Y )Y )) + (n− 1)g(Y, Y )
+ (−n+ 1)g(Y, Y ) + nη(Y )2 − nf2
=− Ric(Y, Y ) + g(Y, Y ) + nη(Y )2 − nf2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Set Z = φY + fξ. By Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2,
we have
∂2
∂t2
volφ[ιt]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=ρφ[ι]
{
−2η(Y )
∑
i
ei(∇eiZ)
−
∑
i,j
ei(∇ejZ)e
j(∇eiZ) +
∑
i,j
f i(∇ejZ)f
j(∇eiZ)
+
∑
i
ei(R(Z, ei)Z +∇ei∇ZZ) +
(∑
i
ei(∇eiZ)
)2
−η∗(φ(∇ZZ))− g(Z, φY )− 2η
∗(∇Y Z)}
=− div(div(ρφ[ι]Y )Y )
+ ρφ[ι]
{
−2η(Y )
∑
i
ei(∇eiZ)− 2η(Y )
∑
i
f i(∇eiY )
− 2f
∑
i
ei(∇eiY )− Ric(Y, Y ) +
∑
i
ei(∇ei(∇ZZ +∇Y Y ))
+
(∑
i
ei(∇eiZ)
)2
+
(∑
i
ei(∇eiY )
)2
−η∗(φ(∇ZZ)) + η
∗(φ(∇Y Y ))− 2η
∗(∇Y Z) + η(Y )
2
}
.
From Corollary 4.4, we have∑
i
ei(∇eiZ) = −g(Y,Hφ) + η(Y ),
∑
i
f i(∇eiY ) = g(Y,Hφ)− (n+ 1)η(Y ),
which imply that
−2η(Y )
∑
i
ei(∇eiZ)− 2η(Y )
∑
i
f i(∇eiY ) = 2nη(Y )
2. (5.1)
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Since we know that
∇ZZ = −η(Y )Z + φ(∇ZY ) + fY + Z(f)ξ,
∇Y Y = −φ∇Y (φY ) + η(∇Y Y )ξ − η(Y )φ(Y ),
∇ZZ +∇Y Y = φ([Z, Y ])− 2η(Y )φ(Y ) + 2fY + (Z(f) + η(∇Y Y )− 2fη(Y ))ξ,
we see by Corollary 4.4 that
−η∗(φ(∇ZZ)) = η(Y )
2 − η(πL(∇ZY )), η
∗(φ(∇Y Y )) = −η(πL(∇Y Z))− η(Y )
2.
Using the equation η(∇Y Z) = Y (f) + g(Y, Y )− η(Y )2, it follows that
−η∗(φ(∇ZZ)) + η
∗(φ(∇Y Y ))− 2η
∗(∇Y Z)
= η(πL[Y, Z])− 2Y (f)− 2g(Y, Y ) + 2η(Y )
2.
(5.2)
We can also compute∑
i
ei(∇ei (∇ZZ +∇Y Y )) =
div(ρφ[ι](πLφ([Z, Y ]) + 2fY ))
ρφ[ι]
+ g(−πL[Z, Y ] + 2η(Y )Y,Hφ)
+ η(πL[Z, Y ])− 2η(Y )
2.
(5.3)
Note that
fdiv(ρφ[ι]Y ) + ρφ[ι]Y (f) = div(fρφ[ι]Y ). (5.4)
Then by (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.4) and Corollary 4.4, we obtain
∂2
∂t2
ρφ(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=− div(div(ρφ[ι]Y )Y ) + div(ρφ[ι](πLφ([Z, Y ]) + 2fY ))− 2div(fρφ[ι]Y )
+ ρφ[ι]
{
(2n+ 2)η(Y )2 − Ric(Y, Y )− 2g(Y, Y )
−g(πL[Z, Y ], Hφ) + g(Y,Hφ)
2 +
(div(ρφ[ι]Y ))
2
ρφ[ι]2
}
,
which implies Theorem 1.1.
We investigate the relation of Theorem 1.1 and the previous works. Define
the standard Riemannian volume of ι by Vol[ι] =
∫
L volι∗g.
Remark 5.3. We call a Legendrian immersion ι Legendrian-minimal Legen-
drian if it is a critical point of the standard Riemannian volume functional
under Legendrian variations.
Suppose that ι is Legendrian-minimal Legendrian and all of ιt’s are Legen-
drian in Theorem 1.1. Then for any t, the φ-volume agrees with the standard
Riemannian volume and the second variation formula of Theorem 1.1 is given
by
d2
dt2
Vol[ιt]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∫
L
(
1
4
(∆f)2 − 2g(Y, Y )− Ric(φY, φY )
−2g(∇Y Y,H) + g(Y,H)
2
)
volι∗g,
where H is the mean curvature vector of L and ∆ is the Laplacian acting on
C∞(L). This formula agrees with [7, Theorem 1.1]. Thus when ι is minimal
Legendrian and all of ιt’s are Legendrian, it agrees with [10, Theorem 1.1].
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Proof. Since ι is Legendrian, we see that
η(Y ) = 0, ρφ[ι] = 1, Hφ = −φH, (5.5)
by Lemma 3.14 and Remark 4.6. Since all of ιt’s are Legendrian, we have
LZη = 2g(Y, ·) + df = 0, which implies that
div(Y ) =
1
2
∆f. (5.6)
A direct computation gives
Ric(Y, Y ) = Ric(φY, φY ),
−g(πL[Z, Y ], Hφ) = g(∇ZY −∇Y Z, φH),
g(∇ZY, φH) = −g(∇ZZ,H)
g(∇Y Z, φH) = g(∇Y Y,H).
(5.7)
By [7, Lemma 4.1], we have∫
L
g(∇ZZ,H)volι∗g =
∫
L
g(∇Y Y,H)volι∗g, (5.8)
where we use an integration by parts argument and the Legendrian-minimality
of ι, which is equivalent to div(φH) = 0 [7, Theorem 3.6]. Then we obtain the
statement by (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8).
Now we prove Theorems 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let ι : Ln →֒ M2n+1 be a φ-minimal affine Legendrian
submanifold. By definition, we have Hφ = 0. Since M
2n+1 is a η-Einstein
Sasakian manifold with the η-Ricci constant A, we see from Definition 2.5 that
(2n+ 2)η(Y )2 − 2g(Y, Y )− Ric(Y, Y ) = (A+ 2)
(
η(Y )2 − g(Y, Y )
)
(5.9)
for Y ∈ TL. By the third equation of Definition 2.1, we have η(Y )2− g(Y, Y ) ≤
0. Then Theorem 1.1 implies Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Recall Lemma 3.16. Let {Lt} ⊂ A be a geodesic. Then
there exists a curve of affine Legendrian embeddings {ιt}, a fixed vector field
Y ∈ X(L) and a function f ∈ C∞(L) such that π(ιt) = Lt,
dιt
dt
= φ(ιt)∗Y + fξ ◦ ιt and [(ιt)∗Y, φ(ιt)∗Y + fξ ◦ ιt] = 0. (5.10)
Then by Theorem 1.1, (5.9) and (5.10), we obtain Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let ι : Ln →֒ M2n+1 be a φ-minimal affine Legendrian
submanifold. Since M2n+1 is a η-Einstein Sasakian manifold with the η-Ricci
constant A > −2, we have
(2n+ 2)η(Y )2 − 2g(Y, Y )− Ric(Y, Y ) = (A+ 2)
(
η(Y )2 − g(Y, Y )
)
< 0
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for any 0 6= Y ∈ TL by the third equation of Definition 2.1 and Definition 3.8.
Take a 1-form 0 6= α ∈ Ω1(L) such that d∗α = 0. For example, set α = d∗β for
a 2-form β. Define the vector field Y ∈ X(L) on L via
ι∗g(ρφ[ι]Y, ·) = α.
Then we easily see that div(ρφ[ι]Y ) = −d∗α = 0. By Theorem 1.1, the second
variation of the φ-volume for this Y is given by
d2
dt2
∫
L
volφ[ιt]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∫
L
(
(A+ 2)
(
η(Y )2 − g(Y, Y )
))
volφ[ι] < 0,
which implies that ι : L →֒M is not φ-stable.
6 φ-volume in Sasaki-Einstein manifolds
6.1 J-volume in Calabi-Yau manifolds
Definition 6.1. Let (X,h, J, ω) be a real 2n-dimensional Ka¨hler manifold with
a Ka¨hler metric h, a complex structure J and an associated Ka¨hler form ω.
Suppose that there exists a nowhere vanishing holomorphic (n, 0)-form Ω on X
satisfying
ωn/n! = (−1)n(n−1)/2(i/2)nΩ ∧ Ω¯, (6.1)
Then a quintuple (X,h, J, ω,Ω) is called a Calabi-Yau manifold.
Remark 6.2. The condition (6.1) implies that h is Ricci-flat and Ω is parallel
with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of h.
In Section 6.1, we suppose that (X,h, J, ω,Ω) is a real 2n-dimensional Calabi-
Yau manifold.
6.1.1 Special Lagrangian geometry
Define the Lagrangian angle θN : N → R/2πZ of a Lagrangian immersion
f : N →֒ X by
f∗Ω = eiθNvolf∗h.
This is well-defined because |f∗Ω(e1, · · · , en)| = 1 for any orthonormal basis
{e1, · · · , en} of TxN for x ∈ N , which is proved in [6, Theorem III.1.7]. It also
implies that Re(eiθΩ) defines a calibration on X for any θ ∈ R.
A Lagrangian immersion f : N →֒ X is called special Lagrangian if
f∗ReΩ = volf∗h, namely, the Lagrangian angle is 0.
Minimal Lagrangian submanifolds are characterized in terms of special La-
grangian submanifolds as follows. For example, see [8, Lemma 8.1]
Lemma 6.3. Let f : N →֒ X be an immersion of an oriented connected n-
dimensional manifold N . The following are equivalent.
(a) f∗Re(eiθΩ) = volf∗h for some θ ∈ R;
(b) f∗ω = 0 and f∗Im(eiθΩ) = 0 for some θ ∈ R;
(c) f∗ω = 0 and the Lagrangian angle θN is constant;
(d) f : N →֒ X is minimal Lagrangian.
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6.1.2 Special affine Lagrangian geometry
By using a J-volume, we can generalize the notion of calibrations.
Lemma 6.4 ([8, Lemma 8.2]). Let f : N →֒ X be an affine Lagrangian immer-
sion of an oriented n-dimensional manifold N . Then we have
f∗ReΩ ≤ volJ [f ] ≤ volf∗h.
The equality holds
• in the first relation if and only if f∗ImΩ = 0 and f∗ReΩ > 0,
• and in the second relation if and only if f is Lagrangian.
Following [8, Section 7.1], define the affine Lagrangian angle θN : N →
R/2πZ of an affine Lagrangian immersion f : N →֒ X by
f∗Ω = eiθNvolJ [f ].
This is well-defined because
|f∗Ω(e1, · · · , en)| = ρJ [f ] (6.2)
for any orthonormal basis {e1, · · · , en} of TxN for x ∈ N . The equation (6.2)
is proved in [8, Lemma 7.2]. We can also prove this directly by a pointwise
calculation.
We call an affine Lagrangian immersion f : N →֒ X special affine La-
grangian if f∗ReΩ = volJ [f ], namely, the affine Lagrangian angle is 0.
Remark 6.5. When f : N →֒ X is Lagrangian, we have volJ [f ] = volf∗h
by Lemma 3.6. Then the affine Lagrangian angle agrees with the standard
Lagrangian angle.
We have an analogue of Lemma 6.3 given in [8, Lemma 8.3].
Lemma 6.6. Let f : N →֒ X be an affine Lagrangian immersion of an oriented
connected real n-dimensional manifold N . The following are equivalent.
(a) f∗Re(eiθΩ) = volJ [f ] for some θ ∈ R;
(b) f∗Im(eiθΩ) = 0 for some θ ∈ R;
(c) the affine Lagrangian angle θN is constant;
(d) f : N →֒ X is a critical point for the J-volume.
Proof. Define HJ ∈ C
∞(N, Jf∗TN) by
HJ = −J((JtrN (π
t
J∇
XπtN ))
⊤), (6.3)
where ∇X is the Levi-Civita connection of h, ⊤ : ι∗TX → ι∗TN is the tan-
gential projection defined by h, and πtN and π
t
J are transposed operators of the
canonical projections of πN : ι
∗TX → ι∗TN and πJ : ι∗TX → Jι∗TN via the
decomposition ι∗TX = ι∗TN ⊕ Jι∗TN , respectively.
By [8, Proposition 5.2], f : N →֒ X is a critical point for the J-volume if
and only if HJ = 0. By [8, Corollary 7.4], we have
HJ = J(dθN )
♯, (6.4)
where ♯ is the metric dual with respect to f∗h. Then by (6.2) and (6.4), we see
the equivalence.
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6.2 φ-volume in Sasaki-Einstein manifolds
The odd dimensional analogue of a Calabi-Yau manifold is a Sasaki-Einstein
manifold. The following is a well-known fact. For example, see [3, Lemma
11.1.5].
Lemma 6.7. Let (M, g, η, ξ, φ) be a (2n + 1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold.
If g is Einstein, a cone (C(M), g¯) is Ricci-flat.
Thus the canonical bundle of C(M) is diffeomorphically trivial. In addition,
suppose that the cone C(M) is a Calabi-Yau manifold, namely, there exists a
nowhere vanishing holomorphic (n+ 1, 0)-form Ω on C(M) such that
ω¯n+1/(n+ 1)! = (−1)n(n+1)/2(i/2)n+1Ω ∧ Ω, (6.5)
where ω¯ = g¯(J ·, ·) is the associated Ka¨hler form on C(M). Then the canonical
bundle of C(M) is holomorphically trivial.
Lemma 6.8 ([3, Corollary 11.1.8]). If M is a compact simply-connected Sasaki-
Einstein manifold, C(M) is a Calabi-Yau manifold.
Remark 6.9. The holomorphic volume form Ω is not unique. For any θ ∈ R,
eiθΩ also satisfies (6.5).
In Section 6.2, we suppose that M is a (2n+1)-dimensional Sasaki-Einstein
manifold with a Calabi-Yau structure (g¯, J, ω¯,Ω) on C(M).
Define a complex valued n-form on M by
ψ = u∗
(
i
(
r
∂
∂r
)
Ω
)
,
where u : M = {1} ×M →֒ C(M) is an inclusion. Note that we can recover Ω
from ψ via
Ω = (dr − iη) ∧ rnψ. (6.6)
6.2.1 Special Legendrian geometry
Define the Legendrian angle θL : L → R/2πZ of a Legendrian immersion
ι : L →֒M by
ι∗ψ = eiθLvolι∗g.
Note that the Legendrian angle θL of a Legendrian immersion ι : L →֒M agrees
with the Lagrangian angle of the induced Lagrangian immersion ι¯ : C(L) →֒
C(M) given by (2.1).
Definition 6.10. Let L be an oriented n-dimensional manifold admitting an
immersion ι : L →֒M . An immersion ι : L →֒M is called special Legendrian
if ι∗Reψ = volι∗g. This is equivalent to the condition that the induced immersion
ι¯ : C(L) →֒ C(M) given by (2.1) is special Lagrangian.
We have an analogue of Lemmas 6.3 and 6.6. This is a direct consequence
of Lemma 6.3. Note that ι is minimal if and only if ι¯ is minimal.
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Lemma 6.11. Let ι : L →֒ M be an immersion of an oriented connected n-
dimensional manifold L. The following are equivalent.
(a) ι∗Re(eiθψ) = volι∗g for some θ ∈ R;
(b) ι∗η = 0 and ι∗Im(eiθψ) = 0 for some θ ∈ R;
(c) ι∗η = 0 and the Legendrian angle θL is constant;
(d) ι : L →֒M is minimal Legendrian.
6.2.2 Special affine Legendrian geometry
From Lemma 6.4, we immediately see the following.
Lemma 6.12. Let ι : L →֒M be an affine Legendrian immersion of an oriented
n-dimensional manifold L. Then we have
ι∗Reψ ≤ volφ[ι] ≤ volι∗g.
The equality holds
• in the first relation if and only if ι∗Imψ = 0 and ι∗Reψ > 0,
• and in the second relation if and only if ι is Legendrian.
Define the affine Legendrian angle θL : L → R/2πZ of an affine Legen-
drian immersion ι : L →֒M by
ι∗ψ = eiθLvolφ[ι].
This is well-defined by (6.2). Note that the affine Legendrian angle θL of an
affine Legendrian immersion ι : L →֒M agrees with the affine Lagrangian angle
of the induced affine Lagrangian immersion ι¯ : C(L) →֒ C(M) given by (2.1).
Definition 6.13. Let L be an oriented n-dimensional manifold admitting an
immersion ι : L →֒ M . An immersion ι : L →֒ M is called special affine
Legendrian if ι∗Reψ = volφ[ι]. This is equivalent to the condition that the
induced immersion ι¯ : C(L) →֒ C(M) given by (2.1) is special affine Lagrangian.
It is natural to expect an analogue of Lemmas 6.3, 6.6 and 6.11. By Lemma
6.12, we immediately see that the following three conditions are equivalent.
• ι∗Re(eiθψ) = volφ[ι] for some θ ∈ R;
• ι∗Im(eiθψ) = 0 for some θ ∈ R;
• the affine Legendrian angle θL is constant.
However, in the affine Legendrian setting, each of these conditions is not equiv-
alent to saying that ι is a critical point for the φ-volume. In fact, we have the
following.
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Proposition 6.14. Let ι : L →֒ M be an affine Legendrian immersion of an
oriented connected n-dimensional manifold L. We have
(dθL)
♯ = −(n+ 1)ξ⊤ +Hφ,
where ♯ is the metric dual with respect to ι∗g on L, ⊤ : ι∗TM → TL is the
tangential projection defined by the orthogonal decomposition of ι∗TM by the
metric g and Hφ is given in Definition 4.3.
Thus an analogue of Lemmas 6.3, 6.6 and 6.11 holds if an affine Legendrian
immersion ι : L →֒M is Legendrian. It may be necessary to modify the notion
of the φ-volume to hold an analogue of Lemmas 6.3, 6.6 and 6.11 or to consider
what the critical points of the φ-volume which are not minimal Legendrian are.
Lemma 6.15. Let HJ ∈ C∞(C(L), J ι¯∗TC(L)) be defined by (6.3). Then we
have
(JHJ )|r=1 = (n+ 1)ξ
⊤ −Hφ.
Proof. By (6.3), we have for any vector field Y on C(L)
ι¯∗g¯(Y, JHJ) =
n∑
i=1
ι¯∗g¯
(
πC(L)(∇¯ ei
r
(JY )),
ei
r
)
+ ι¯∗g¯
(
πC(L)(∇¯ ∂
∂r
(JY )),
∂
∂r
)
=
n∑
i=1
ι¯∗g¯
(
πC(L)(∇¯ ei
r
(JY )),
ei
r
)
,
where {e1, · · · , en} is a local orthonormal frame of TL with respect to ι∗g. Using
the notation in Section 4, we have for any vector field Y on L
∇¯ei(JY ) = J
(
∇eiY −
g¯(ei, Y )
r2
· r
∂
∂r
)
,
∇eiY =
n∑
j=1
ej(∇eiY )ej +
n∑
j=1
f j(∇eiY )φej + η
∗(∇eiY )ξ
=
n∑
j=1
ej(∇eiY )ej +
n∑
j=1
f j(∇eiY )
(
Jej − η(ej)r
∂
∂r
)
+ η∗(∇eiY )ξ.
Hence we have at the point of {r = 1}
n∑
i=1
ι¯∗g¯(πC(L)(∇¯ei(JY )), ei) = −
n∑
i=1
f i(∇eiY )
=
n∑
i=1
ei(φ(∇eiY ))
=
n∑
i=1
ei(∇ei(φY )− (∇eiφ)(Y ))
=
n∑
i=1
ei(∇ei(φY )) + nη(Y ).
Since we know that
∑n
i=1 e
i(∇ei(φY )) = −g(Y,Hφ) + η(Y ) by Corollary 4.4,
the proof is done.
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Proof of Proposition 6.14. By (6.4), we have
dθC(L) = −ι¯
∗g¯(JHJ , ·),
where θC(L) is the affine Lagrangian angle of ι¯ : C(L) →֒ C(M) given by (2.1).
Since we know that u∗θC(L) = θL for the inclusion u : L →֒ C(L), Lemma 6.15
implies the statement.
Remark 6.16. We can also prove Proposition 6.14 by using the tensors on L.
We give an outline of the proof. Define the 1-form ξφ on L by u
∗ξJ : the pullback
of the Maslov form ξJ of C(L) defined in [8, Section 3.2] by u : L →֒ C(L).
Define the complex valued n-form ψL on L by ψL = u
∗(i(∂/∂r)ΩC(L)), where
ΩC(L) is the canonical section of the canonical bundle of C(L) defined in [8,
Section 3.2].
Then as in [8, Lemma 7.2], we have ψ = eiθLψL. By a direct computation,
we have
ξφ = −
n∑
i=1
f i(∇ei), ξ
♯
φ = (n+ 1)ξ
⊤ −Hφ.
Let ∇¯ and ∇ be the Levi-Civita connections of g¯ and g, respectively. By the
equations ∇¯Ω = 0 and (6.6), we deduce that
∇ψ = −iη ∧ ψ.
By the equations ∇¯ΩL = iξJ ⊗ΩC(L) and ΩC(L) = (dr− iη)∧ r
nψL, we deduce
that
∇ψL = i(−η ∧ ψL + ξφ ⊗ ψL).
Then we obtain ξφ = −dθL from ψ = eiθLψL.
7 Moduli space of the special affine Legendrian
submanifolds
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.6. First, we study the moduli space of sub-
manifolds characterized by differential forms following [9] to obtain Proposition
7.2. As a corollary of Proposition 7.2, we prove Theorem 1.6.
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and L be a compact connected man-
ifold admitting an embedding into M . Denote by C∞emb(L,M) be the set of all
embeddings from L to M :
C∞emb(L,M) = {ι : L →֒M ; ι is an embedding}.
Set M(L,M) = C∞emb(L,M)/Diff
∞(L), where Diff∞(L) is a C∞ diffeomor-
phism group of L.
By [11, Theorem 3.3], M(L,M) is a smooth Fre´chet manifold modeled on
the Fre´chet vector space C∞(L,Nι) for ι ∈ C∞emb(L,M), where Nι is any vector
bundle transversal to ι and C∞(L,Nι) is the space of all sections of Nι → L.
Now we choose a system Φ = (ϕ1, · · · , ϕm) ∈ ⊕mi=1Ω
ki(M) of smooth differ-
ential forms on M . These forms are not necessarily closed.
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Definition 7.1. The embedding ι ∈ C∞emb(L,M) is called a Φ-embedding if
ι∗Φ = (ι∗ϕ1, · · · , ι
∗ϕm) = 0.
Define the moduli space ML(Φ) of Φ-embeddings of L by
ML(Φ) = {ι ∈ C
∞
emb(L,M); ι
∗Φ = 0}/Diff∞(L).
We want to study the structure of ML(Φ).
Fix ι ∈ C∞emb(L,M) satisfying ι
∗Φ = 0 and a vector bundle Nι → L which
is transversal to ι. Set
V1 = C
∞(L,Nι), V2 = ⊕
m
i=1Ω
ki(L) = C∞(L,⊕mi=1 ∧
ki T ∗L).
By the tubular neighborhood theorem there exists a neighborhood of L in M
which is identified with an open neighborhood U ⊂ Nι of the zero section by
the exponential map. Set
U = {v ∈ V1; vx ∈ U for any x ∈ L}.
The exponential map induces the embedding expv : L →֒ M by expv(x) =
expx(vx) for v ∈ U and x ∈ L. Define the first order differential operator
F : U → V2 by
F (v) = exp∗vΦ = (exp
∗
vϕ1, · · · , exp
∗
vϕm).
Then expv : L →֒M is Φ-embedding if and only if F (v) = 0. Thus a neighbor-
hood of [ι] in ML(Φ) is identified with that of 0 in F−1(0) (in the C1 sense).
Let D1 be the linearization of F at 0:
D1 = (dF )0 : V1 → V2.
First, we prove the following, which is a slight generalization of [9, Propo-
sition 2.2]. It will be useful to see whether the moduli space of submanifolds
characterized by some differential forms is smooth. We use the notion of a
Fre´chet manifold given in [5].
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that there exist a vector bundle E → L and a first
order differential operator D2 : V2 → V3, where V3 = C∞(L,E) is a space of
smooth sections of E → L, such that
V1
D1−→ V2
D2−→ V3
is a differential complex. Namely, D2 ◦D1 = 0. Denote by D
∗
i : Vi+1 → Vi the
formal adjoint operator of Di.
1. Suppose that P2 = D1D
∗
1 + D
∗
2D2 : V2 → V2 is elliptic and Im(F ) ⊂
Im(D1). Then around [ι], the moduli space ML(Φ) is a smooth Fre´chet
manifold and it is a submanifold of M(L,M).
2. In addition to the assumptions of 1, suppose further that P1 = D
∗
1D1 :
V1 → V1 is elliptic. Then the moduli space ML(Φ) is a finite dimensional
smooth manifold around [ι] and its dimension is equal to dim ker(D1).
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Proof. Consider the case 1. First, we extend above spaces and operators to
those of class Ck,a, where k ≥ 1 is an integer and 0 < a < 1. Set
V k,a1 = C
k,a(L,Nι), V
k,a
2 = C
k,a(L,⊕mi=1 ∧
ki T ∗L),
Uk,a = {v ∈ V1; vx ∈ U for any x ∈ L},
F k,a : Uk,a → V k−1,a2 , D
k,a
1 = (dF
k,a)0,
Mk,aL (Φ) = {ι ∈ C
k,a
emb(L,M); ι
∗Φ = 0}/Diffk,a(L).
Similarly, a neighborhood of [ι] in Mk,aL (Φ) is identified with that of 0 in
(F k,a)−1(0) (in the C1 sense).
We prove that Mk,aL (Φ) is smooth around [ι] in the sense of Banach. To
apply the implicit function theorem, we prove the following.
Lemma 7.3. (a) Im(Dk,a1 ) ⊂ V
k−1,a
2 is a closed subspace.
(b) Im(F k,a) ⊂ Im(Dk,a1 ).
(c) Dk,a1 : V
k,a
1 → Im(D
k,a
1 ) has a right inverse.
Proof. By the Hodge decomposition, we have
V k−1,a2 = kerP2 ⊕D
k,a
1 (V
k,a
1 )⊕ (D
∗
2)
k,a(V k,a3 ), (7.1)
where (D∗2)
k,a : V k,a3 → V
k−1,a
2 is a canonical extension of D
∗
2 . This is a
L2-orthogonal decomposition and Im(D
k,a
1 ) is the orthogonal complement of
kerP2 ⊕ (D∗2)
k,a(V k,a3 ). Thus we see (a).
We prove (b). For any f ∈ Uk,a, there exists a sequence {fn} ⊂ U such that
fn → f . By F (fn) ∈ Im(F ) ⊂ Im(D1) ⊂ Im(D
k,a
1 ), F
k,a(f) = limn→∞ F (fn)
and (a), we see that F k,a(f) ∈ Im(Dk,a1 ).
We prove (c). Let G be the Green’s operator of P2. Then for any f ∈
Im(Dk,a1 ), we have f = P2G(f) = D
k,a
1 (D
∗
1)
k+1,aG(f) + (D∗2)
k,aDk+1,a2 G(f).
By (7.1), we deduce that
Dk,a1 (D
∗
1)
k+1,aG(f) = f, (D∗2)
k,aDk+1,a2 G(f) = 0. (7.2)
Thus we see that (D∗1)
k+1,aG|Im(Dk,a
1
) : Im(D
k,a
1 ) → V
k,a
1 is a right inverse of
Dk,a1 : V
k,a
1 → Im(D
k,a
1 ).
By Lemma 7.3 (a), we obtain the smooth map F k,a : Uk,a → Im(Dk,a1 ).
The smoothness of this map is proved in [1, Theorem 2.2.15]. It is clear that
(dF k,a)0 = D
k,a
1 : V
k,a
1 → Im(D
k,a
1 ) is surjective and V
k,a
1 is the direct sum of
the kernel of Dk,a1 and the image of the right inverse of D
k,a
1 : V
k,a
1 → Im(D
k,a
1 ).
By the proof of Lemma 7.3 (c), we have
V k,a1 = X
k,a
1 ⊕ Y
k,a
1 ,
where Xk,a1 = ker(D
k,a
1 ) and Y
k,a
1 = (D
∗
1)
k+1,aGIm(Dk,a1 ). Note that both
spaces are closed in V k,a1 .
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Then we can apply the implicit function theorem. There exist an open
neighborhood Ak,a1 ⊂ X
k,a
1 of 0, an open neighborhood B
k,a
1 ⊂ Y
k,a
1 of 0, and a
smooth mapping Gˆk,a : Ak,a1 → B
k,a
1 such that
(F k,a)−1(0) ∩ (Ak,a1 ⊕B
k,a
1 ) = {x+ Gˆ
k,a(x);x ∈ Ak,a1 },
which implies that Mk,aL (Φ) is smooth around [ι] in the sense of Banach.
Next, we prove that ML(Φ) is smooth around [ι] in the sense of Fre´chet.
The proof is an analogue of that of [11, Theorem 4.1]. The open set Ak,a1 and
the map Gˆk,a depend on k and a. We have to show that we can take Ak,a1 and
Gˆk,a “uniformly”. Namely, set
Gk,a = Gˆ1,a|A1,a
1
∩V k,a
1
: A1,a1 ∩ V
k,a
1 → B
1,a
1 .
In the following, by shrinking A1,a1 if necessary, we prove that for any k ≥ 1
• Im(Gk,a) ⊂ Y k,a1 = Y
1,a
1 ∩ V
k,a
1 ,
• and Gk,a : A1,a1 ∩ V
k,a
1 → Y
k,a
1 is smooth in the sense of Banach.
Then we see that Im(Gˆ1,a|A1,a
1
∩V1
) ⊂ Y 1,a1 ∩ V1 and Gˆ
1,a|A1,a
1
∩V1
is smooth in
the sense of Fre´chet. Hence we see that ML(Φ) is smooth around [ι].
First, we show that Im(Gk,a) ⊂ Y k,a1 by the elliptic regularity theorem. For
any γ ∈ V1, define the second order differential operator Fγ : V2 → V2 by
Fγ(β) = F (γ +D
∗
1β) +D
∗
2D2β.
Denote by F 1,aγ the extension of Fγ on V
1,a
2 .
Since the linearization of F0 at 0, which is given by (dF0)0 = D1D
∗
1+D
∗
2D2 =
P2, is elliptic and the ellipticity is an open condition, we see that there exist an
open neighborhood U0 ⊂ V
1,a
1 of 0 and an open neighborhood V0 ⊂ V
2,a
2 of 0
such that (dF 1,aγ )β is elliptic for any (γ, β) ∈ U0 × V0. Set
U1 = (G
1,a)−1((D∗1)
2,a(V0 ∩G(Im(D
1,a
1 ))) ∩B
1,a
1 ) ∩ U0,
which is an open subset of A1,a1 because
(D∗1)
2,a|G(Im(D1,a
1
)) : G(Im(D
1,a
1 ))→ (D
∗
1)
2,aG(Im(D1,a1 )) = Y
1,a
1
is an isomorphism.
Lemma 7.4. For any k ≥ 1, we have
G1,a(U1 ∩ V
k,a
1 ) ⊂ Y
k,a
1 .
Proof. Let α ∈ U1 ∩ V
k,a
1 . Since F is the first order differential operator, the
differential operator Fα is of class C
k−1,a. By the definition of U1, there exists
β ∈ V0 ∩G(Im(D
1,a
1 )) satisfying G
1,a(α) = (D∗1)
2,a(β). Then
F 1,aα (β) = F
1,a(α+ (D∗1)
2,aβ) + (D∗2)
1,aD2,a2 β = 0
by the definition of G1,a and (7.2). Since (α, β) ∈ U0 × V0, (dF 1,aα )β is ellip-
tic. Hence Schauder theory implies that β is of class Ck+1,a. Thus G1,a(α) =
(D∗1)
2,a(β) is of class Ck,a.
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Next, we show that Gk,a is a smooth map. Since (dF 1,a)0|Y 1,a
1
= D1,a1 |Y 1,a
1
:
Y 1,a1 → Z
0,a
2 = D
1,a
1 (V
1,a
1 ) is an isomorphism and being an isomorphism is
an open condition, there is an open neighborhood U2 ⊂ V
1,a
1 of 0 such that
(dF 1,a)γ |Y 1,a
1
: Y 1,a1 → Z
0,a
2 is an isomorphism for any γ ∈ U2. Set U3 = U2∩U0.
Lemma 7.5. For any γ ∈ U3 ∩ V
k,a
1 ,
(dF 1,a)γ |Y k,a
1
: Y 1,a1 ∩ V
k,a
1 = Y
k,a
1 → D
k,a
1 (V
k,a
1 ) = Z
0,a
2 ∩ V
k−1,a
2
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The injectivity of (dF 1,a)γ |Y k,a
1
follows from the fact that (dF 1,a)γ |Y k,a
1
is a restriction of the isomorphism (dF 1,a)γ |Y 1,a
1
: Y 1,a1 → Z
0,a
2 . The equation
(dF 1,a)γ |V k,a
1
= (dF k,a)γ and the smoothness of F
k,a : V k,a1 → D
k,a
1 (V
k,a
1 )
imply that (dF 1,a)γ |Y k,a
1
is continuous.
We prove that (dF 1,a)γ |Y k,a
1
is surjective. Take any µ ∈ Dk,a1 (V
k,a
1 ). Since
(dF 1,a)γ |Y 1,a
1
: Y 1,a1 → Z
0,a
2 is an isomorphism, there exists β ∈ G(Im(D
1,a
1 )) ⊂
V 2,a2 satisfying (dF
1,a)γ((D
∗
1)
2,aβ) = µ. Now we have
(dF 1,a)γ((D
∗
1)
2,aβ) =
d
dt
F 1,a(γ + t(D∗1)
2,aβ)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
(
F 1,a(γ + t(D∗1)
2,aβ) + (D∗2)
1,aD2,a2 (tβ)
)∣∣∣∣
t=0
=(dF 1,aγ )0(β)
by (7.2). Since γ ∈ U0 ∩ V
k,a
1 , the differential operator (dF
1,a
γ )0 is the elliptic
operator of class Ck−1,a. Hence by Schauder theory, β is of class Ck+1,a, which
implies that µ = (dF 1,a)γ((D
∗
1)
2,aβ) ∈ (dF 1,a)γ(Y
k,a
1 ).
Define the map G˜1,a : A1,a1 → V
1,a
1 = X
1,a
1 ⊕Y
1,a
1 by G˜
1,a(α) = α+G1,a(α).
Set
U4 = (G˜
1,a)−1(U3) ∩ U1,
which is an open set of A1,a1 .
Lemma 7.6. For any k ≥ 1, Gk,a|U4∩V k,a1
: U4 ∩ V
k,a
1 → Y
k,a
1 is smooth.
Proof. We only have to prove that Gk,a is smooth around any α0 ∈ U4 ∩ V
k,a
1 .
Set γ0 = G˜
1,a(α0) = α0 + G
1,a(α0). By Lemma 7.4, γ0 ∈ U3 ∩ V
k,a
1 . By
Lemma 7.5, (dF 1,a)γ0 |Y k,a
1
: Y k,a1 → D
k,a
1 (V
k,a
1 ) is an isomorphism. Set X˜
k,a
1 =
ker(dF 1,a)γ0 ∩ V
k,a
1 . Then we have
F 1,a(γ0) = 0, V
k,a
1 = X˜
k,a
1 ⊕ Y
k,a
1 .
Let π˜ : V k,a1 = X˜
k,a
1 ⊕ Y
k,a
1 → X˜
k,a
1 be the canonical projection and set α˜0 =
π˜(α0). This is a smooth mapping between Banach spaces. Applying the implicit
function theorem to F k,a = F 1,a|V k,a
1
: V k,a1 → D
k,a
1 (V
k,a
1 ), there exist an open
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neighborhood U˜k,a1 ⊂ X˜
k,a
1 of α˜0, an open set V˜
k,a
1 ⊂ Y
k,a
1 and a smooth map
Hk,a : U˜k,a1 → V˜
k,a
1 such that
(F k,a)−1(0) ∩ (U˜k,a1 ⊕ V˜
k,a
1 ) = {α˜+H
k,a(α˜); α˜ ∈ U˜k,a1 }.
Now recall that for any α ∈ A1,a1 ∩ (U˜
k,a
1 ⊕ V˜
k,a
1 ), we have F
1,a(α+G1,a(α)) = 0
and Gk,a(α) = G1,a(α) ∈ Y k,a1 by Lemma 7.4. Then there exists α˜ ∈ U˜
k,a
1
satisfying α + Gk,a(α) = α˜ + Hk,a(α˜). Taking π˜ of both sides, we obtain
π˜(α) = α˜, which implies that
Gk,a(α) = π˜(α) +Hk,a(π˜(α))− α.
Thus Gk,a|U˜k,a
1
⊕V˜ k,a
1
is smooth.
By Lemma 7.6, it follows that Gˆ1,a|U4∩V1 is smooth in the sense of Fre´chet,
which implies that ML(Φ) is smooth around [ι].
Next, we prove that ML(Φ) is a submanifold of M(L,M) around [ι]. Set
U = (U4 ∩ V1) ⊕ Y1, where Y1 = Y
1,a
1 ∩ V1. Setting X1 = X
1,a
1 ∩ V1, we have
V1 = X1 ⊕ Y1. Let p : V1 = X1 ⊕ Y1 → X1 be the canonical projection.
Define the map ψ : U → U by ψ(z) = z − Gˆ1,a ◦ p(z). By Lemma 7.4, the
image of ψ is contained in U. This is bijective and the inverse ψ−1 is given by
ψ−1(z) = z+ Gˆ1,a ◦ p(z). Both mappings are smooth in the sense of Fre´chet. It
is clear that
ψ
(
{α+ Gˆ1,a(α);α ∈ U4 ∩X1}
)
= U4 ∩X1
since ψ(α + Gˆ1,a(α)) = α + Gˆ1,a(α) − Gˆ1,a(α) = α. Thus ML(Φ) is locally
identified with the closed subspace X1 of V1, which implies that the ML(Φ) is
a submanifold of M(L,M) around [ι].
Finally, we prove the case 2. Since P1 = D
∗
1D1 is elliptic, we have dimker(D1) ≤
dimkerP1 <∞. Then we see the statement from the case 1.
Since the affine Legendrian condition is an open condition, we see as in
the proof of [11, Theorem 3.4] that the moduli space of affine Legendrian sub-
manifolds, namely, {[ι] ∈ M(L,M); ι is affine Legendrian}, is a smooth Fre´chet
manifold and it is open in M(L,M). Applying Proposition 7.2, we prove The-
orem 1.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Use the notation after Definition 7.1. The moduli space
of special affine Legendrian embeddings of L is given by ML(Imψ). Fix any
[ι] ∈ML(Imψ). Set Nι = φι∗TL⊕ Rξ ◦ ι. Define the map F : U → C∞(L) by
F (v) = ∗(exp∗v(Imψ)),
where ∗ is the Hodge star operator of ι∗g. Then the linearization (dF )0 of F at
0 is given by
(dF )0(v) = ∗ι
∗LvImψ = ∗(ι
∗(i(v)dImψ + di(v)Imψ)).
By [9, Proposition 3.2], we have dψ = −(n + 1)iη ∧ ψ. Since ι is special affine
Legendrian, we have ι∗Re(ψ) = volφ[ι]. Then we compute
ι∗(i(v)dImψ = (n+ 1)(−η(v)volφ[ι] + ι
∗(η ∧ i(v)Reψ)).
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Denoting v = φι∗Y + fξ where Y ∈ X(L), f ∈ C∞(L), we have
i(v)ψ = i(φι∗Y )i
(
r
∂
∂r
)
Ω|r=1
= i(Jι∗Y )i
(
r
∂
∂r
)
Ω|r=1
= i · i(ι∗Y )i
(
r
∂
∂r
)
Ω|r=1 = i · i(ι∗Y )ψ.
which implies that
ι∗(i(v)Reψ) = 0, ι∗d(i(v)Imψ) = d(i(Y )volφ[ι]).
Then we obtain
D1(v) = (dF )0(v) = ∗(−(n+ 1) ∗ (ρφ[ι]f) + d ∗ (ι
∗g(ρφ[ι]Y, ·)))
= −(n+ 1)ρφ[ι]f − d
∗(ι∗g(ρφ[ι]Y, ·)).
Via the identification
C∞(L,Nι) = C∞(L, φι∗TL⊕ Rξ ◦ ι) −→ C∞(L)⊕ Ω1(L)
∈ ∈
φι∗Y + fξ 7−→ (ρφ[ι]f, ι∗g(ρφ[ι]Y, ·)),
the map D1 is given by
C∞(L)⊕ Ω1(L) ∋ (g, α) 7→ −(n+ 1)g − d∗α ∈ C∞(L).
Since D∗1(h) = (−(n+ 1)h,−dh), we see that
D1D
∗
1(h) = (n+ 1)
2h+ d∗dh,
which is clearly elliptic. We easily see that Im(F ) ⊂ Im(D1) since Im(D1) =
C∞(L). Then setting D2 = 0 and V3 = {0}, we can apply Proposition 7.2
to see that the moduli space of special affine Legendrian embeddings of L is
an infinite dimensional smooth Fre´chet manifold modeled on the Fre´chet vector
space {(g, α) ∈ C∞(L) ⊕ Ω1(L); (n + 1)g + d∗α = 0} ∼= Ω1(L). Note that we
have Ω1(L) = {α ∈ Ω1(L); d∗α = 0} ⊕ dC∞(L) by the Hodge decomposition
and dC∞(L) = C∞(L)/R is identified with the space of functions with integral
0.
Since the moduli space of affine Legendrian submanifolds is open inM(L,M)
and special affine Legendrian submanifolds are affine Legendrian, the proof is
done.
Remark 7.7. Applying Proposition 7.2 to the affine Lagrangian case, we can
also deduce [11, Theorem 1.1].
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